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Slide Valve

Arrow’s new slide valve is a 3 way OSHA lockout valve which
exhausts all downstream pressure when closed, and can be
locked in the closed position with customer supplied padlock.
3-Way Slide Valves (Open or close and exhaust) Meet
O.S.H.A. Lockout Standard 29CFR 1910.147 - The 3-way slide
valve is for use in the main line, upstream of equipment. When
closed, it shuts off the upstream air and exhausts the downstream air.
Body is black coated zinc. Slide is 5% Teflon, high-impact,
safety yellow plastic. Seals are pre-lubricated Buna O-rings.
Screws are black coated steel.
Maximum operating pressure: 250 PSIG
Maximum operating flow: 140 SCFM
Operating temperatures: 35°F to 150°F
Exhaust bleed at 100 PSI: 7 SCFM

Mini In-Line Desiccant Dryer (-30°F Dew Point)

Used at the point-of-use, this patented, disposable, mini in-line
desiccant dryer removes all traces of water vapor, oil vapor and
dirt. It is often used directly upstream of blow guns or spray
guns as final protection for critical parts blow off and paint
spraying. Install in either direction; it functions in both
directions. A 40 micron, porous bronze element removes fine
dirt particles, an oil removing media removes oil vapor, and
desiccant beads adsorb water vapor. The see-through housing
shows desiccant color change, which indicates that the dryer
needs to be replaced.
SPECIFICATIONS
Housing
● Polycarbonate material allows clear desiccant visibility
Guard
● Nylon guard
Maximum Flow Capacity: 15 scfm
Maximum Pressure: 125 psi
Maximum Temperature: 130˚ F
APPLICATIONS
● Parts blow off
● Paint guns
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